
 
 
LIFTING EQUIPMENT FOR AFTERMARKET JUNE 2015 EDITION 
 
New to the HOFMANN range of lifts is 
the SSL 3000 – a double scissor (full 
height) short sill lift designed for 
surface-mounted installation. 
 
Available now, the SSL 3000 has a 
3000KG lifting capacity, a four hydraulic 
ram system for added safety and 
stability between platforms, and 
pneumatic safety locks. 
 
After the surface-mounted install, the 
lift has a low profile of just 110mm high 
and reaches a maximum lifting height 
of 1,850mm with a lifting time of less 
than 50 seconds, backed up by a lowering time of less than 30 seconds. 
 
A pneumatic safety locking system and drive-on ramps which can be used as platform extensions are 
additional features of the SSL 3000, which comes with an air connector/lubricator and four rubber 
blocks as standard accessories. 
 
The SSL 3000 is the latest lift to be added to the HOFMANN range, alongside the SSL 33 mid-rise 
scissor lift, EV40 (four tonne) and EV50 (five tonne) electro-hydraulic scissor, and the next-
generation four-post lift that comes in four tonne and five tonne capacities, each available in MOT, 
ATL and alignment configurations. 
 
Designed for use predominantly within tyre shops and small garages to lift cars and light commercial 
vehicles, the SSL 33’s small size and portability make it a great investment for any busy garage. 
 
The EV range is designed for use predominantly as an MOT/ATL lift that can be configured as a 
dedicated alignment lift or have both options to provide dual revenue opportunities to workshops. 
 
The next-generation four-post lift, meanwhile, now has integrated rear slip plates as standard, while 
it also has a wirelessly-operated steering and joint play detector, giving test technicians more 
flexibility when it comes to performing the steering and suspension inspection. 
 
Visit http://hofmann.co.uk for further information. 
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Photo caption: The SSL 3000 is the latest addition to the HOFMANN range of automotive lifts. 
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